Introduction
The Codimension-One Tame Approximation Theorem in dimension n states that every embedding of an (n -1)-manifold in an n-manifold can be approximated by tame embeddings.
Bing proved this theorem in dimension 3 in [4] , and went on to exploit it to great effect in his study of 3-manifolds.
The theorem was established in dimensions 25 by Ancel and Cannon in [3] . It is proved in the remaining dimension, 4, in the present paper. The Codimension-One Tame Approximation Theorem is contained in a more comprehensive proposition which is the principal result of this paper: a Resolution
Theorem for Wild Codimension-One Embeddings. The latter theorem is founded on the notion of a b-resolution of a wild embedding.
For 6 > 0, a &resolution of a wild embedding e : M + N of a manifold M in a manifold N is, roughly speaking, a cell-like map G : N + N which moves no point of N farther than S and to which is associated a tame embedding f: M + N such that G of= e. Thus, the cell-like relation G-' blows up the wild embedding e : M + N to a nearby cell-like embedding relation which contains the tame embedding f: M + N in the sense that f~ G-' 0 e. In dimension n, the essential content of the Resolution Theorem for Wild Codimension-One Embeddings is that each embedding of an (n -1)-manifold in an n-manifold has a S-resolution for every S > 0.
ED. Ancell Resolving wild embeddings
The Resolution Theorem for Wild Codimension-One Embeddings is deduced from two other results. One of these, as might be expected, is a resolution theorem for certain generalized manifolds, which was proved in dimensions 35 in [8] . The other is an approximation theorem for cell-like maps between manifolds established in dimensions 25 in [23] . Recent work of Quinn [19] has made it possible to extend both these results to dimension 4 For instance, Section 6 deals with embeddings of generalized (n -1)-manifolds in n-manifolds, and Section 7 concerns embeddings of generalized n-manifolds with boundary in n-manifolds.
We now sketch the proof of the Resolution Theorem for Wild Codimension-One Embeddings in the simplest case. Let n 2 4 and suppose M is an (n -1) -manifold which is embedded as a closed subset of an n-manifold N such that M separates N. Choose a metric on N and let S>O. Let X,, and X, be the closures of the components of N-M. There is a resolution theorem in [8] , which can be extended to dimension 4 using [ 18, 191 , and which applies to Y. It provides a cell-like map g : P + Y of an n-manifold P onto Y The Cell-like Approximation Theorem of [23] can also be extended to dimension 4 by using [ 18, 191 . This theorem enables us to replace g by a conservative resolution.
Thus, we can assume that g : P + Y is a homeomorphism over the manifold set of Y. We use the Cell-like Approximation Theorem a second time to approximate the cell-like map j-0 g : P + N by a homeomorphism h : P+ N, so that h is within S of fo g. We define the cell-like map K : N+ N by K = f 0 g 0 hp'. Then K moves no point of N farther than 6. We define the embedding j: M + N by j(x) = h 0 gp '(x, 5) for each x E M. j is tame because g is a homeomorphism
over M x (0, l), and K oj = idM. Thus K is a &resolution of the inclusion of M into N. While still in this simple setting, we make some remarks intended to motivate the material in Section 7. Section 7 concerns the problem of approximating the inclusions of X0 and X, in N by tame embeddings.
Adopting the terminology of Section 7, we set for i = 0, 1. We assert that the inclusions of X0 and X, in N can be approximated by tame embeddings if and only if int(Xz) and int(X:) are n-manifolds. First assume int(X,') and int(X:) are n-manifolds. Then Y is an n-manifold. In this situation, the Cell-like Approximation Theorem implies that the cell-like map f: Y+ N can be approximated by homeomorphisms.
The restriction of such a homeomorphism to X, is a tame embedding which approximates the inclusion of X, in N. Conversely, a tame embedding of Xi in N extends to a homeomorphism of int(Xt) onto an open subset of N, thereby entailing that int(X') be an n-manifold.
Our assertion is proved. This assertion focuses our attention on the question of whether int(X,') and int(X:) are n-manifolds. This question has been answered affirmatively in dimensions ~4 by Daverman in [9, 121 . The investigations in Section 7 don't terminate with Daverman's results, because Section 7 concerns a more general situation in which M is allowed to be a generalized (n -1)-manifold.
In this more general setting, the preceding question can be answered affirmatively in dimensions 25 using the theorem of Edwards in [13] 
Definitions and statements of theorems
A primary use of cell-like maps in geometric topology is to blow up or resolve singularities.
Thus, cell-like maps serve to resolve generalized manifolds into topological manifolds.
They can also be used to resolve wild embeddings into tame embeddings, as we now explain. Eo : U x R! + N such that e(u) = Eo (u, 0) for every u E U. Let e : M + N be an embedding of an (n -1)-manifold M into an n-manifold N.
The tame set of e, denoted r(e), is the union of all of the open subsets U of M such that the restriction el U : U + N is a tame embedding. The set M -r(e) is called the wild set of e and is denoted w(e).
A topological space C is cell-like if C is a nonempty compact metrizable space such that every map from C to an absolute neighborhood retract is homotopic to a constant map. A map f: X + Y between topological spaces is cell-like if f is a closed map such that f'(y) is cell-like for every y E Y. Suppose f: X + Y is a map between topological spaces and V c Y. f is a homeomorphism over V if flf'( V) :f'( V) + V is a homeomorphism. Suppose e : M -+ N is an embedding of an (n -1)-manifold M into an n-manifold N, and p is a metric on N. Let 6 : N -+ [0, co) be a map. A b-resolution of e is a cell-like map G : N + N to which is associated a tame embedding f: M + N such that Gof= e, G is a homeomorphism over N-e(o(e)), and p(x, G(x)) s 6(x) for every x E N.
The following theorem is the principal result of this paper. As an immediate corollary, we have: Proof. Given a map S : M + [0, 00) which is strictly positive on w(e), there is a map y : N + [0, ~0) which is strictly positive on e(w(e)) such that y 0 es 6. Moreover, there is a map /? : N + [0, ~0) which is strictly positive on e(w(e)) and which has the following property: if p(x, y) < p(y), then p(x, y) c y(x) for all x and y in N. Theorem 2.1 provides a &resolution G: N + N of e. Associated with G is a tame embedding f: M + N such that G 0 f = e. Hence, for each x E M, since [20] for n 2 5, and then extended to n = 4 using [ 191. However, the recent discovery of an oversight in the argument in [20] has reopened the question. Quinn corrects this oversight in [21] and recovers part of the theorem of [20] . For instance, one of the conclusions of [21] This resolution theorem was first established in dimension n 2 5 in [8] . It can be extended to dimension n = 4 by using [ 18, 191: This will be explained in Section 3. Theorem 2.4 was proved for dimensions n 3 5 in [23] . It can be extended to dimension n =4 by using [18, 191 . This will be explained in Section 3.
We record a simple but useful corollary of Theorem 2.4. 0
We mention an obvious consequence of the preceding proposition.
Corollary 2.6. If a topological space has a resolution, then it has a conservative resolution.
4-dimensional versions of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4
The principal theorems of [ 18, 191 One of the important consequences of the Controlled End Theorem is the following result.
Theorem 3.1 (Destabilization Theorem).
Let X be a generalized n-manifold, where n 2 4. If X x U% has a resolution, then so does X.
We recall the idea of the proof of Theorem 3.1 from [18, 191 . Let f: N+ X xlR be a resolution of X x R. Let r : X x R + X denote projection. Then N has two controlled ends with respect to the control map r of: N+ X. In this situation, the Controlled End Theorem provides a completion g : N + X of r of: N + X. It follows that 15 is an (n + I)-manifold with boundary, int fi = N, g(N = n of; afi has two components MO and M, , and both glA4, : M,, + X and g]M, : M1 -+ X are resolutions of x.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.3 for 4-manifolds.
Proof of Theorem 2.3 in dimension 4. Let Y be a generalized
4-manifold whose nonmanifold set is contained in a closed subset 2 which is a 3-manifold. Then Y x R is a generalized 5-manifold whose nonmanifold set is contained in the closed subset 2 x R, and 2 x R is a 4-manifold.
Fortuitously, the 5dimensional version of Theorem 2.3 is proved in [8] , and it provides a resolution of Y x Iw. Now Theorem 3.1 implies that Y has a resolution. 0
We mention an alternative proof of this resolution theorem. In [21] , it is established that, for n a 4, a connected generalized n-manifold has a resolution if some nonempty open subset has a resolution.
This result covers the special type of generalized manifolds we have been considering. So Theorem 2.3 follows from the theorem in [21] . Our reason for citing [8] rather than [21] as our primary source of resolution theorems is that [8] has historical priority, and because we believe that this paper's natural audience will find the arguments in [8] more accessible. Note, however, that the conclusions of [21] are stronger than those of [8] .
The rest of this section is devoted to a proof of Theorem 2.4 in dimension 4. Our proof uses the following terminology and lemma.
If ( 
So K is a 6' Q-strong deformation retraction of Z Unfortunately, x is not a strong deformation retraction because it fails to fix the points of X. The following proposition remedies this failure. 
It follows that G extends to a map G: 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 in a special case
Our proof requires the following definition and lemma. A space X is a generalized n-manifold with boundary if X is an ENR which has a closed subset, denoted ax, such that 8X is a generalized (n -1)-manifold, int(X) = X -aX is a generalized n-manifold, and H,(X, X -{x}) =0 for each XE 3X. c?X is called the boundary of X, and int(X) is called the interior of X. Proof. First, assume that Y is a generalized n-manifold and Z is a generalized (n -I)-manifold.
Hu is an arc for each x E e(w(e)), and f'(x) is a point for each XE N -e(o(e)). Since fo g is a homeomorphism over N -e(w(e)), and since h : P+ N is a homeomorphism, then K is a homeomorphism over N -e(o(e)). Finally, for each x E N,
Hence, p(x, K(x))G 6(x) for each x E N. Cl
The proof of Theorem 2.1 in the general case
The proof in this section is a rather technical convergence argument. We make repeated local applications of the special case of Theorem 2.1 established in the previous section. We thereby obtain a sequence of cell-like maps whose limit is the sought-after &resolution. We begin with some useful general information.
Recall We shall now prove that J; is continuous. It suffices to consider a sequence {x,} in V, which converges to a point x E M -&, and to prove that {A(xj)} converges to J;(x). Since {J_,(xj)} converges to J-r(x), and J;-,(x) =f;(x), then it clearly suffices to show that {p(J(xj),JP,(xj))} converges to 0. Note first that
Hence, p(J;(x,), N-U) s P(J;(Xj),f;Pl(Xj)) +p(A-i(Xj), N-U)
(t)P(A(xj), N-U)+p(f;-1(X,), N-U).
So,
Combining the first and third of these inequalities, we have
P(A(Xj),h-l(Xj)) =Z p(J;-l(xj), N-U).
Now J-r(x) E N -U, because x E A4 -vi. Since {fi_i(xj)} converges to h-i(x), then the sequence {p(f;_,(x,), N-u)} converges to 0. We conclude that the sequence {P(f;(xj),.Ll(xj))) converges to 0. NOW that we know that f; : M + N is continuous, we easily deduce that it is an embedding from the equation Gi of; =J;_, and the fact that &l: M + N is an embedding.
Since r: U+ U is a homeomorphism over U-~;-,(W($-~[~)), then Gi is a homeomorphism over ( U -f;_l(w(J_ll K/i))) u (N -U). Thus, Gi is a homeomorphism over N -f;-,(w(f;_r)).
Now we shall prove that A =J;_, on M-f;_',(a).
Let x E M-L?,(E). Next we observe that {A} converges uniformly to a map f: M+ N. Indeed, properties (l), (2) and (3) imply that p(A(x),J-r(x)) = p(_A(x), Gi ~A(x))s S,(J(x)) ~2~'6(A(x)) < 2-' for each XE M. Since u ia r Q = M, we have H of = e. Since e is an embedding, it follows immediately that f is an embedding. Property (6) implies that each filint(Di) is tame. Hence, each flint(Q) is tame. Since {int(Di): i 2 0) covers M, we conclude that f is tame. Our final task is to prove that H is a homeomorphism over N -e(w(e)). We begin this task by establishing that Go 0 * . .o G, is a homeomorphism over Ne(w( e)). This is clear for i = 0. Let i 2 1 and inductively assume that Go 0 . . . 0 G,_, is a homeomorphism over N -e(o(e)). Properties (3) and (6) imply that Gj o&(w(A)) ~fj_,(w(fj_~)) for each ja 1. Hence, G,o . . .o Gi-r oA_,(o(J-r)) c e(w( e)). Consequently, (G,, 0 * * * 0 G,_r)-'(N-e(w(e)))c N-j_,(w(f;_,)). It now follows from property (4) that Gi is a homeomorphism over (G,o * * * 0 Gi_,)-'( Ne(w(e))).
With the help of the inductive hypothesis, we now conclude that G,,o.. * 0 Gi is a homeomorphism over N -e(o(e)).
Next we show that H is injective over N -e(w(e)). To this end let x1 and x2 be distinct points of H-'( N -e(w(e))).
Choose i 3 1 so that p(x,, x2) > 2-'+'. Then
2-it'<p(xr,x,)~p(x,, H,+r(Xi))+p(H,+r(xr), H,+l(X*))+P(H,+,(X,),X,)

s2pi+p(Hi+,(x,)y Hi+I(xz))+2-i=p(Hi+l(~1)y Hi+l(x2))+2-'+'.
Hence, p(Hi+,(x,)p HitI( > 0. SO Hi+,(x,) it Hi+,(x,).
For j= 1, 2, since Go"...
G, Hi+,(xj) = H(xj) E N -e(ti(e)),
then H,+l(xj)E (Go0 * . .oG,))'(N-e(w(e))).
Since Go 0 * * * 0 G, is a homeomorphism over (Go 0 . . * 0 Gi)-'( N -e(w(e))), we conclude that G,o . .
.o Gi 0 Hi+,(x,) # G,,o * * * 0 G, 0 Hi+l(xz). Therefore, H(x,) # H(xJ.
We have established that H is injective over N -e(w(e)).
Since H is a proper map, so is HIH-'( N -e(w(e))). Thus, over N -e(w(e))
, H is a closed injective map and, hence, a homeomorphism. Cl
Resolving wild embeddings of a generalized (n -l)-manifold in an n-manifold
With only simple modifications, the preceding proof generalizes to the case of an embedding e : A4 + N of a generalized (n -I)-manifold A4 in an n-manifold N. We describe these modifications in this section.
Let e: M+ N be an embedding of a generalized (n-1)-manifold in an nmanifold. The definitions of e being tame, the tame set T(e) of e,'the wild set w(e) of e, and a &resolution of e are verbatim the same as those given in Section 2. is an n-manifold. Consequently, in the following theorem, the hypothesis that M x R be an n-manifold is no real restriction. As in Section 2, Theorem 6.1 has the following tame approximation theorem as an immediate consequence. The proof of Theorem 2.2 applies here without change.
Theorem 6.2 (Tame Approximation Theorem for Embeddings of Generalized
To obtain a proof of Theorem 6.1, one can quote verbatim the proof of Theorem 2.1 given in Sections 4 and 5, except at one point. This point occurs in Section 4. We define the space Y as in Section 4. Again, Y is a generalized n-manifold for the reasons given in Section 4. However, Theorem 2.3, which was invoked in Section 4 to obtain the resolution g : P+ Y, is inadequate here. The reason is that in the present case, the nonmanifold set of Y lies in the set M x (0, 1); and M x (0, 1) is a generalized (n -1)-manifold, but not necessarily an (n -1)-manifold. We overcome this obstacle by appealing to a slightly stronger resolution theorem, stated immediately below, which covers the present situation. This is the only alteration needed to make the proof given in Sections 4 and 5 work here. , 1) . Thus, it suffices to show that M x (0, 1) has a resolution.
We are given that M x R is an n-manifold; so idMxIW is a resolution of M x Lit. Since n 2 4, Theorem 3.1 implies that M has a resolution. Hence, M x (0, 1) has a resolution.
We conclude this section by showing how the preceding resolution theorem can be used in conjunction with the Cell-like Approximation Theorem and the Controlled h-Cobordism Theorem to give a quick proof of the following result. 
Resolving wild embeddings of a generalized n-manifold with boundary in an nmanifold
Recall from Section 4 that a space X is a generalized n-manifold with boundary if X is an ENR which has a closed subset, denoted ax, such that aX is a generalized (n -1)-manifold, int(X) = X -8X is a generalized n-manifold, and H,(X, X{x}) = 0 for each x E 8X. 8X is called the boundary of X, and int(X) is called the interior of X.
In this section, we shall consider only those generalized n-manifolds with boundary that embed in n-manifolds.
If a generalized n-manifold with boundary X embeds in an n-manifold N, then int(X) must be an n-manifold. For since generalized n-manifolds obey invariance of domain [l, Theorem VI.101 , then int(X) must embed as an open subset of N. So the generalized n-manifolds with boundary arising here all have manifold interior. Suppose X is a generalized n-manifold with boundary. Notice that even if 8X and int( X) are manifolds, X need not be an n-manifold with boundary. This occurs precisely if 8X is not collared in X. The simplest instance of this phenomenon is a crumpled n-cube. A crumpled n-cube is a compact generalized n-manifold with boundary which embeds in the n-sphere and whose boundary is an (n -1)-sphere. To obtain a crumpled n-cube which is not an n-manifold with boundary, one takes the closure of a bad complementary domain of a wildly embedded (n -1)-sphere in an n-sphere. The theorems stated below produce tame embeddings of X in N; consequently, in these theorems, the hypothesis that 8X x R! be an n-manifold is no real restriction. Suppose e: X + N is an embedding of a generalized n-manifold with boundary X in an n-manifold N, and suppose aX x Iw is an n-manifold. We establish the following notation:
From Lemma 4.1, one deduces that X+ is a generalized n-manifold with boundary equal to 8X x (1). So
is a generalized n-manifold. Observe that if f' : Xf + N is an embedding, then TlX : X + N is a tame embedding.
Suppose e : X + N is an embedding of a generalized n-manifold with boundary X into an n-manifold N such that 3X x [w is an n-manifold, and suppose p is a metric on N. Let S : N + [0, ~0) be a map. A S-resolution of e is a cell-like map G : N + N to which is associated a tame embedding f: X -+ N such that G Q f = e, G is a homeomorphism over N -e(w(e)), and p(x, G(x)) < 6(x) for every x E N. We say that this &resolution is collared if the tame embedding f: X + N extends to an embeddingF : Xf + N such that G-'(e(x)) =p({x} x [0, 11) for each x E w(e).
Thus, when G is collared, we have more precise information about the point inverses of G: each point inverse of G is either a point or an arc fiber of r(aX x Conjecture 7.3. Suppose X is a generalized n-manifold with boundary, where n 2 4, such that X embeds in an n-manifold and 8X x R is an n-manifold. Then int(X+) is an n-manifold.
In this section, we shall prove that these three conjectures are equivalent, and that they are true in dimensions n 2 5. We shall also describe the results of Daverman [ 121 which establish a special case of these conjectures in dimension n = 4. Assume Conjecture 7.3. Suppose e :X + N is an embedding of a generalized n-manifold with boundary X in an n-manifold N, where n 2 4, and suppose aX x R is an n-manifold.
Since e(X) is locally compact, there is an open subset No of N such that e(X) is a closed subset of No. Brown [7] provides a collar on e(r(e)) in No-e(int(X)). By restricting this collar and tapering it near e(w(e)), we obtain a closed map c:(aXx [ Lemma 4.1 implies that 2 is a generalized n-manifold with boundary equal to c(aX x (1)). Also, 2 c N, and 82 x R is an n-manifold because a2 is a homeomorphic to ax. Hence, Conjecture 3 implies that int(X') and int(2') are n-manifolds. Note that for each Proof. Since the three conjectures are equivalent, it suffices to verify Conjecture 7.3. Suppose n 2 5, X is a generalized n-manifold with boundary that embeds in an n-manifold N, and (3X x IL! is an n-manifold. We regard X as a subset of N. We can assume that X is a closed subset of N. This is because there is an open subset N, of N such that X is a closed subset of N,, and we can replace N by N,, if necessary.
Let p be a metric on N. We define a metric m on X+ by the following formulas.
o(x, y) = p(x, y) for x and y in X ~((x, s), (Y, r)) = P(X, Y) + 1s -tl for (x, s) and (v, r) in 8X x [O, 11 a(x,(y, t))=p(x,y)+ltl for XEX and (y, t)~aXx [O, l] int(X+) is a generalized n-manifold. Moreover its nonmanifold set lies in aX = 8X x {O}, because int(X) and 8X x (0,l) are n-manifolds.
Since aX is a generalized (n --I)-manifold and a closed subset of int(X'), then Theorem 6.3 provides a resolution of int(X+). Therefore, according to [ 131, in order to prove that int(X+) is an n-manifold, it suffices to show that int(X') has the disjoint disks property. The construction of gi relies on the fact that the inclusion of aX in U is locally homologically 0 co-connected in U -X [ 1, Theorem VI.61. This means that nearby points in U -X can be joined by small arcs in U -X. We use this fact to approximate r of;laEi : 8Ei + aX by a map yi : aEi --f U-X.
To obtain yi, we triangulate JEi very finely, and we let yi map each vertex u of aEi into U-X very near r oh(v). We then invoke the local homological 0 co-connectivity in U-X to define yi on each edge e of ?IE, so that yi( e) has very small diameter. This results in a map yi : aEi + (U-X) which is very close to r of;laEi : aE, + ax. Since U is an absolute neighborhood retract, there is a homotopy between r Of;laEi and yi in U of track diameter <:E (assuming that yi is sufficiently close to v OJfaEi). This proves the assertion.
Step 4 We shall say that a generalized n-manifold with boundary X is a-nice if X embeds in an n-manifold and aX is an (n -l)-manifold (not merely a generalized (n -I)-manifold).
In dimension n = 4, Conjectures 7.1-7.3 in their full generality have not yet been resolved.
However, Daverman has proved these conjectures in dimension n =4 (as well as in dimensions n 2 5) for the class of embeddings of all a-nice generalized n-manifolds with boundary in n-manifolds. We shall review the outline of Daverman's work. However, we shall first discuss the equivalence of Conjectures 7.1-7.3 when restricted to special classes of embeddings such as the one just mentioned.
